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Notes & URLs for this presentation can be found… 

» underneath the link to this slide on granneman.com 
» at files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/

Design-Theory-for-Designers-The-Vitruvian-
Triad.txt

http://files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/Design-Theory-for-Designers-The-Vitruvian-Triad.txt


How do you judge the quality of a website?





Firmitas, Utilitas, & Venustas 

Marcus Vitruvius Pollio  

De architecture (The Ten Books of Architecture) 

1st century BCE



Firmitas, Utilitas, & Venustas 

Firmness, Commodity, & Delight 

Sturdy, Useful, & Beautiful



Architecture? 

Yes—website design is 
industrial design





Firmness



Stability: Is the site responding & available? 

Security: Can approved people & programs access the 
site? 

Compatibility: Does the site work across multiple 
systems & devices? 

Accessibility: Can everyone & everything access the 
site’s content who needs to?



Stability



Uptime % Nines Allowable Downtime Per Month

99.9999 6 0.043 minutes

99.999 5 0.43 minutes

99.99 4 4.3 minutes

99.9 3 43 minutes

99 2 7.2 hours



Security



The C.I.A. triangle 

» Confidentiality 
» Integrity 
» Availability



The C.I.A. triangle expanded 

» Confidentiality 
» Integrity 
» Availability 

» Privacy 
» Identification 
» Authentication 
» Authorization 
» Accountability



Compatibility



Standards







Code to standards, not browsers or non-Web native 
technologies 

Design for mobile first 

Use Responsive Web Design





Testing



Touch & non-touch 

Different screen sizes





Accessibility



On the Web, accessibility is for all people and for 
programs



Separation of Concerns 

Divide computer program into separate concerns, each 
focusing on a specific resource 

Structure: HTML 

Presentation: CSS 

Behavior: JavaScript



<h1> … </h1>
<h2> … </h2>
<h3> … </h3>
<h4> … </h4>
<h5> … </h5>
<h6> … </h6> 

Headings, from biggest (most important) to smallest 
(least important)





<h1>

Title of the webpage for humans to see 

Use it only once per page (usually)



You should never use images for headers—you want 
search engines, screen readers, & bots to see the text in 
a header 

However, you can both have your text in a header AND 
replace it with a responsive image





<h2>

Generally used as the most important label in a non-
<body> section



<h4>

By default, the same font size as <p>



Use as many headers per page as you’d like 

Search engines give text inside headers extra weight, 
so use good keywords



Nest headers correctly 

Do not skip or jump levels





“h1–h6 elements must not be used to markup 
subheadings, subtitles, alternative titles and taglines 
unless intended to be the heading for a new section or 
subsection.” 

http://www.w3.org/html/wg/drafts/html/CR/
common-idioms.html#sub-head





Comprehension 

Use clear & simple language 

Place distinguishing information at the beginning of 
headings, paragraphs, & lists 

Supplement text with graphic or auditory materials



Commodity



Usefulness: Is my website useful? 

Usability: Does my website do what it is designed to 
do, & do it well? 

Maintainability: How easy is it to use and maintain?



Usefulness



Information & features must be valuable to users 

Users must be able to perform the tasks that they came 
to the website to perform



Tasks people commonly perform on websites 

» Get information 
» Take action 
» Collaborate 
» Entertainment



The Web is an active medium



Know your visitor’s goals & tasks



Usability







Usability is a quality attribute that assesses how easy 
user interfaces are to use



Learnability 

Efficiency 

Memorability 

Errors 

Satisfaction



Learnability 

How easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the 
first time they encounter the design?











When it comes to learnability, novelty is your enemy





Jakob Nielsen’s Law of the Web User Experience 

“Users spend most of their time on other websites.”







☰☰
MENU

MENU



Efficiency 

Once users have learned the design, how quickly can 
they perform tasks?





Avoid needless animation, no matter how short 

The question is, what’s needless?



Memorability 

When users return to the design after a period of not 
using it, how easily can they reestablish proficiency?







Errors 

How many errors do users make? 

How severe are these errors? 

How easily do they recover?





Warn users before, not after











Make computers do the grunt work, not humans











Wording should be clear











Poor layouts increase errors







Warn users 

Allow users to recover from errors





The button of death



Satisfaction 

How pleasant is it to use the design?





A design that promotes usability is simple, clear, & 
predictable



Familiar 

Obvious 

Consistent 

Grouped 

Labeled



User Testing 

» Representative users 
» Representative tasks 
» Observe behavior



Maintainability





Effort 

Cost 

Timeliness 

Scalability



Delight



Aesthetics: Does my website look good? 

Enjoyment: Do people enjoy using it?



Aesthetics



1st Impressions Matter

























Validate Your Organization











Everyone’s a Critic



Everyone evaluates your site based on aesthetics







“Clean” vs. “Busy”



















2013



2014



2008



2013



2014 



Enjoyment













Auto-play video & audio is annoying 

Animations, especially looping animations, are bad





















Thank you! 

scott@granneman.com 
www.granneman.com 
ChainsawOnATireSwing.com 
@scottgranneman 

jans@websanity.com 
websanity.com
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Changelog 

2015-01-16 1.3: Added cars with oval tires, Nielsen 

quote, & ☰ to Learnability; changed “Device Testing” to 
“Testing” & added screenshot of BrowserStack 
2015-01-15 1.2: Created slides just for designers; added 
& moved content 
2014-08-09 1.1: Moved content to new format



Licensing of this work 

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. 
 

To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/. 

You are free to: 

» Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format 
» Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially 

Under the following terms: 

Attribution. You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were 
made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you 
or your use. Give credit to: 

Scott Granneman • www.granneman.com • scott@granneman.com 

Share Alike. If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your contributions 
under the same license as the original. 

No additional restrictions. You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict 
others from doing anything the license permits. 

Questions? Email scott@granneman.com


